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DEFINITION OF "CIVILIZED
MAN" GIVEN.

S1>aulding and Brill Giv,e a Most
htnovation Never Before Attempted
Interesti.ng Bxoadcast.
Proves Success.
College language teachers should
bend their energies toward P,'IVmg
their students an understanding of
the thought which lies embodied in a
literature rather than to tea<:hing
them hO'W to re~~od and speak the language, in the opinion of William G.
Brill, a graduate student at Trinity
College, who broadcast a radio dialogue here Tuesday night oyer station WTIC with Professor John A.
Spaulding, head of the German department.

The undergraduate congregation in
thP Trinity College chapel was electrified Sunday morning when one of its
members, Louis H. Naylor, assistant
professor o:£ French, interrupted
President Remsen B. Ogilby a moment
after he had started his sermon and
asked him ·a question concerning the
point he had just made.
The students were more astonished
when Dr. Ogilby answered the question and Professor Naylor in his turn
made a point and asked the president
for his idea on it. The discussion beThe student and professor were distween the clergyman and the layman cu.s~ng "Miw!cles versus Verbs", and
continued for half an hour, during Mr. Brill maintained that "it is vastly
which the congregation sat forward more important that a mllon assimilate
in the pews with lively interest.
a little of the thought which enriches a literature than that he be
To Improve on Sermon.
At its conclusion Dr. Ogilby ex- able to understand something that is
plained that the innovation was an s&id in the language in which that
experiment made in an attempt to im- thought is expressed." Using Gerprove on the conventional sermon, man as an illust1:1ation, he said: "A
which he has felt for some time was man who does not know a word of
a poor method of spiritual develop- G£·rman can be a truly civilized manment. ·The interest of the congrega- have a universal mind~if he has tation, he said, after the sermon, con- ken into him&elf the fruit of the Gervinced him that the plan was an un- man mind; while a man who speaks
qualified success and that the discus- German ever so correctly will rema.i n
sion of a topic is superior in every forever a barbaric provincial if he
way to the conventional sermon ex- does not use hi& language as a tool to
pry into the German mind."
position.
Professor Spaulding said he beThe innovation, which has never
bfen attempted before anywhere in lieved that a working knowledge of a
the world, so far as is known, was in language could not be gained in less
no way "framed up" beforehand, Dr. than two years of study, and Mr. Brill
Ogilby said. Several days before the replied that he thought the grammar
service he had given Professor Nay- of a language could be taught as a
lor his general subject, whicl} was side issue to a study of thought con"The Christ of the Synoptic Gospels tent as soon as a student was given a
anl the Christ of St. John." He had rudimentary ,k nowledge of sentence
then prepared a sermon in the usual structure. A teacher who "keeps his
way, he said, and Professor Naylor students grinding away at the
studied the subject independently. mechanics of a language until they
They did not compare notes, Dr. Ogil- can read it with facility is doing more
by said, yet Professor Naylor's ques- than kill the interest of his students
tions and comments had brought out in that language," Mr. Brill said, "he
the same points he had listed for his is refusing to give them what they
sermon, and brought them out, he felt, have every right to expect from him."
in a way that made them much more Grammarians he likened to the bosses
clear to the congregation than a ser- of shoe factory workmen who do
nothing all day but drive pegs into
mon could have done.
th e soles of shoes. They drive away
Makes for Intelligence.
from a language every student with
Several considerations moved him a normal amount of joy in life, he
to make the experiment, Dr. Ogilby w id, and "breed their kind, nothing
said. The conventional sermon, unless but mere grammarians who are of no
it contains more oratory than matter, u~e to themselves nor to anybody
is conducive to somnolence, he said, else''
and he could see no reason in asking
Professor Spaulding said that many
people to come to Church only to
make them fight drowsiness. But teachers of literature believe that
more important, he explained, if a their subject is confined to a considerclergyman is given, through questions, ation of form and style, the "art of
the layman's attitude and viewpoint literature," and Mer. Brill said that as
on his topic he can make what he teachers of youth such "surface
wants to say more clear than he pos- scratchers" were "only one grade
sibly could in a discourse, and if he above the boss shoe-peggers."
learns what points in his discussion
Professor Spaulding also pointed
are not stated convincingly he can out that Mr. Brill's theory dealt more
explain the basis for them.
with philosophy than literature and
The discussion-sermon idea is an lay in the province of the philosophy
outgrowth of the radio dialogues department. His opponent replied that
which Trinity faculty members have teachers of literature have -a much
been giving through station WTIC all greater opportunity of teaching philwinter, Dr. Ogilby said yesterday. osophy than has the philosophy teachTlw success attendant upon these er, "bcause," he said, "the underdialogues has been so great, he said, graduate is a skittish animal who
that they have clearly proved the shies away from formal uplift and
superiority of that method over the even from formal mental developlecture method and this gave him the ment, but i& intensely interested in
key to a solution of the sermon prob- life." The philosophy teacher, he
lem which he had been considering for said, of necessity deals with philossome time. The interest of the con- ophy in the abstract, but the language
gregation was so evident Sunday, Dr. teacher has " an immense field from
Ogilby said, that he feels he has which to select books which deal with
solved the chapel attendance com- that same philosophy in the concrete
plaint, and, if churches adopt the forms of life."
method, the problem of dwindling
The disputants agreed that the pricongregations is solved.
mary purpose of a liberal arts college
Students Wanted to Talk.
should be the development of "civilAfter the service several of the un- ized individuals." A civilized man
dergraduates said that they wanted they defined as "One whose roots go
to ask questions themselves, in order deep into the past, whose head looks
(Continued on page 4, column 2.)
(Continued on page 4, column 3.)

S. D. C. HOLDS ELECTIONS.
Nine Members Chosen from Class of
1929.

TRAVEL-TALK GIVEN TO
FRENCH CLUB.

BLUE AND GOLD QUINTET
PLAYS TWO GAMES IN

Organization Annnounces Large
Concert for April.

NEW YORK

Nine men from the Class of 1929
Trinity College in general, and the
have recently been chosen for membership in the Sophomore honorary French Club in particular owe a
society. This organization, the Sopho- great debt of gratitude to Mrs. Burmore Dining Club, was founded Feb- nell-Kendal for the delightfully enruary 15, 1897, by the Class of 1899. tertaining and instructive talk which
ThE: S. D. C. is now one of the most she gave last Monday evening, Februprominent organizations on the cam- ary 14. Mrs. Kendal was graciously
pus,· having among its graduate mem- presented to the audience of about
bers many of Trinity's most illustri- forty persons by the president of the
ous alumni and choosing as new men Club Clemenceau, Mr. Casimir Leon
those Sophomores who have taken the Sutula. She ·b egan her travel-talk with
greatest interest in college activities the city of Tours, home of the late
and who show pi:omise of being Trin- Anatole France, of Balzac and of
ity's leader& during their years as up- other famous French authors. She
per classmen. The delegation for the then conducted her audience through
the rich and fertile province of LorClass of '29 is:
RobeDt Ruggles Bartlett, of Free- raine, showing to them views of the
port, N. Y. Bartlett is a member of most notable chateaux which are so
th~ T:rack Squad, the Freshman Rules numerous in the valley of the river
Committee, the Sophomore Hop Com- Loire. Mrs. Kendal would frequently
mittee, the College Choir and Quartet, stop to tell anecdotes of the historic
and is one of the Cheer Leaders. He characters who used to people the
is a member of the li'hi Kappa Chap- gloomy castles, and some of whom
went to frightful deaths in the dun.
ter of Alpha Delta Phi.
geons and keeps of the very castles
Kenneth Gordon, Jr., of Hartford.
they had planned and built.
Gordon was president of the Freshmall Class for the Trinity term and
Interesting as were the pictures of
played Freshman football. He is a the chateaux, the second part of the
member of the Phi Psi Chapter of travelogue dealing with French AlAipha Chi Rho.
geria was even more appealing to the
Ernest Alexander Hallstrom of listeners. Mrs. Kendal had penetrated
Hartford. Hallstrom was president of across the great Sahara desert as far
the Sophomore class for the Christ- as Bistra, and her account of the sudrna, term, has played 'Varsity foot- den changes in temperature, from the
ball and basketball and is a member fierce heat of the day to a refrigerof the Sophomore Hop Committee. He ator like cold of the nights was indeed
is a member of the Phi Psi Chapter j very vivid. There is no dusk; dayof Alpha Chi Rho.
light and then night!
Paul Rey Shrig of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Shrig is Assistant Manager of the
foc.tball team and Stage Manager of
the Jesters. He is a member of the
Delta Chi Chapter of Sigma Nu.
.Harwood Loomis of New York City.
Loc.mis is a member of the Junior
'Varsity basketball team and a Junior
member of the Jesters. He is a member of the Sigma Chapter of Delta
Phi.
Stephen Blake O'Leary of Hartford.
O'Leary has played Freshman and
'Varsity football, is chairman of the
Freshman Rules Committee and the
Sophomore Hop Committee. He is a
member of the Delta Chi Chapter of
Sigma Nu.
Rudolph Joseph Taute of Hartford.
Taute was vice-president of the
Sophomore class for the Christmas
term, and is a member of the 'Varsity
anc Freshman football teams, the
'Varsity basketball squad and the
Freshman rules committee. He is a
member of th.e Alpha Tau Kappa Fraternity.
George Reginald Turney of Princeton, N.J. Turney is a Junior member
of the Jesters, a member of the Freshmm. Rules Committee, and the College Choir and Quartet. He is a member of the Sigma Chapter of Delta
Ph1.
John Walter Woods of Lakewood,
Ohio. Woods is member of the 'Varsity basketball squad and the Freshmar football team. He is a member
of the Phi Kappa Ohapter of Alpha
Delta Phi.

SENATE MEETS.
The regular meeting of the Senate
wa s held last Tuesday evening at the
Alpha Delta Phi house. All the members were present and much important business was discussed and disposed of. It was decided to hold a
Smoker for the College and for the
Alumni on Friday evening, March 25.
Further announcement of the details
of this Smoker will be made later in
the month.
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Mrs. Kendal also showed a few pictures of the battlefields in France
which she had visited very soon after
the armistice. She spoke of the toll
of deaths caused during the war by
the exceedingly fine mud, so deep and
tenacious, which caught many soldiers
in its clutches and sucked them in
like quicksands.
After the talk Mr. R. R. Bartlett entertained with piano selections in his
own inimitable way, and then refreshments were served. These had been
furnished in large part by the wives
of several members of the Faculty.
These ' ladies may rest assured that
their labors in preparing dainty sandwiches and donating cakes and cookies
Wt•re not in vain.
President Ogilby brought as his
guest to the club Mr. Adrian Holmes
Onderdonk, Trinity A. B. 1899,
Headmaster of St. James School,
WaRbington County, Maryland. Mr.
Onderdonk had known Mrs. Kendal
when he was formerly in Hartford,
and they had not seen each other
since.

Wins from Pratt and Loses to Stevens
Tech.
Last week the Trinity basketball
team journeyed to New York to play
two games in that city. The Blue and
Gold players were not quite equal to
thP. Stevens Tech aggregation but
were victorious in their game with
Pratt, making the trip to the big city
a 50-50 affair.
Stevens, 36; Trinity, 14.
The first game in New York,
played on Friday night, was rather
disappointing.
The Trinity team
seemed tired out from the trip and
were up against an undoubtedly
s~perior team. The score at the half
was 18 to 6 in Stevens favor and the
final score 36 to 14. Mastronarde
played the best game for the Blue and
Gold, scoring eight points.
The lineup:
Trinity.
Stevens Tech.
Aschoff, f.
Burr, f.
Meinhold, f.
Mastronarde, f.
Ebersold, c.
Kerr, c.
Smith, g.
(Capt.) Whitaker, g;
Macwatt, g.
Hallstrom, g.
Woods, f.
Van Borch, f.
Vesammer, f.
Burton, f.
Solmes, g.
Pearson, c.
Brisk, g.
Morson, g.
O'Connor, g.
Trinity, 19; Pratt, 17.
The Pratt game on Saturday proved
more successful. The team had recovered and played good basketball
all the way through. The score was
nip and tuck from start to finish causiug quite a bit of excitement. A 9 to
9 tie resulted at the half and the Blue
and Gold finished with only a two
point lead.
The Trinity-Pratt contest was particularly interesting because of past
rivalry between the two teams. A return game will be played in Hartford
on February 25.
The lineup:
Pratt.
Trinity.
Pedersen, f.
Burr, f.
Castrovinci, f.
Mastronarde, f.
Zyckwicz, c.
Ebersold, c.
Longyear, g.
Whitaker, g. (Capt.)
Dunn, g.
Hallstrom, g.

MR.

HENRY A. ATKINSON TO
SPEAK.

The Political Science Club has
secured Mr. Henry A. Atkinson,
clergyman, educator, and well-known
writer, to speak on Thursday evening,
February 24, in the Public Speaking
Room at 8 o'clock. His subject will
be, "The Present Prospects of Peace."
Mr. Atkinson has traveled a grea~
deal and should be well equipped to
treat this subject adequately. His
subject is broad enough to interest
everyone who desires a glimpse of the
trend of international affairs and the
present unsettled world conditions.

Many members of the Faculty and
their wives were present: Professor
and Mrs. Krieble, Professor and Mrs:
Galpin, Professor and Mrs. Spaulding.
There were also present Mrs. Leroy
C. Barret, Professor Adams, Professor Babbitt, M. M. Coletta A. B. '26,
Mi&s Mary Kendal, and three members of Dr. Naylor's Trinity College
Extension Course, Misses Mars, Manurgently requested that students who
ley and Murphy.
desire invitations to be sent to memIt may be of interest to add that bers of their families or to their
Mr. Naylor had taught for two ye:1rs friends hand in as soon as possible
under Mr. Onderdonk at St. James names and addresses to Mr. Naylor.
School, and that from the same
The French Club regrets that the
school, in recent years, have come S. modern play, "La Guitare et le JazzW. Webster, Trinity A. B. 1924, D. G. Band", which it had hoped to present
Morton, A. B. 1924, G. B. R. Meade, in the late autumn has been given up.
'27, William Orrick, Philip Close,. '30. But in its place there will be, as in
The French Club is extremely the last three years, a Moliere reading
happy to announce definitely for in costume. At the present writing,
April 2 a concert of French music, a goodly number of the Faculty are
ranging from early composers to Ra- scheduled to appear: President Ogilvell and De Bussy, to be given at by, Professors Barret, Humphrey;
Alumni Hall by the Julius Hartt Semmes, Naylor, Galpin, Spaulding
(Continued on page 4, colurim 4.)
School of Music of this city. It is
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that , mid-year examinations were to
be done away with, beginning with
this ;year. We feel that if the faculty
had lived up to the spirit of the plan
that ~ very interesting and important
fads would have been brought out
and that it would have beetl p()ssible
to determine more accurately just
how much we of the student body
really desire an education, because it
would have given us a much freer rein
and would have put us decidedly on
our own mettle.

NO RUSHING RULES.

NEW BOOKS

s,~,,~,,~ , >~ca
capable of entering into t hese activities and improving them. Furthermore, they would receive a consider=,·
A CYCLORAMA.
able welcome from the present group
\~hich is growing weary of "bucking
"Power," by Lion Feuchtwanger.
it alone."
'
Translated
by Willa and Edwin Muir.
To repeat, there are people on this
can,pus who are capable of improving New York: The Viking Press. lil26.
0
the present activities.
$2.50.
To repeat, if these same people are
Reviewed by Adolph E. Meyer,
willing.
New York University.
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NEW SPRING
CRAVATS
:

I

Have just arrived.
Plain or in
:
~ Jacquard effects. '
They are
:
Four-in -h ands
0
you 'll admire. :

a

Than Lion Feuchtwanger's "Jud
Susz" few modern German novels
COMMUNICATIONS.
have been more uproariously praised.
To the Editor of "The Tripod."
Critics, in fact, have heaped upon this
Dear Sir: I had the privilege the book a veritable shower of eulogy.
other evening of entertaining an Is this "Jud Susz," which has come
Alumnus of the Class of '99. He sat
back for a moment, in a certain chair into English under the name of "Powwhich was familiar to him in his col- er," really so great? Is its author,
lege days, and said, "My! but I cer- Feuchtwanger, actually so deft a
tainly spent four wonderful years weaver of historic romance as to sughcre at college." And he really meant gest Dumas and Scott?
it. As we sat there the bell rang and
No characteristic of "Power" proa Freshman came in the door. "Hello
Phil, how are you?" the Alumnus said jects more saliently than its indescribto the newcomer. "How do you like able difference. Neither in language
Trinity?" came the second question. nor in style has it a counterpart. It
And the reply came instantly, "It's is gargantuan; yet it is minute. It is
great." To some it will be necessary romance; yet its realism is at times
to say that this was a true happening, almost photographic. Painted on a
to others it will seem nothing unusual,
huge canvas it presents a swirling, gibut I merely state it to show the ideal
gantic, incredible cyclorama-a vastsituation that is possible for everyone.
ness almost infinite. Yet, despite this
Who are the men here at college
sweeping boundlessness one's attenthat are really enjoying it and are
tion is continually arrested by the aureally getting educated and not simply
tho1·'s startling and vivid minuteness.
getting a degree? It is the same in
other colleges, the men who are not
Money, wome:n, and soldiers are the
&atisfied and are complaining are the dominant tones of Feuchtwanger's en,
o·1es who do nothing but just the re- gulfing rhapsody.
Interwoven into
quired. amount of studies. It is those this trinity are Catholic cunning, Protmen who for a change from their estant duplicity, political chicanery,
studies go downtown to a show three and court intrigue. Alluring though
r>r four times a week. You do not nauseating, startling yet depressing,
find the "letter men" or the men Feuchtwanger's voluminous narrative
working on the "Ivy", "Tripod" or in is virtually a pageant of human besa number of the various clubs, com- tiality in all its naked shamelessness.
plaining about the College. No, you Here no love syrup soothes the reader;
will. not hear any of these men say, no sugary speeches about morals and
"What's the idea of so and so putting ideals; no rewards for virtue and inall the men from one house on that nocence.
Instead, we see villainous
board or on that team?" It is the man treachery triumphant, lechery rampant
who stands aside and does nothing, and victorious, democracy degraded,
that comes out with such complaints, and tyranny enthroned. And the moand is thinking only of his fraternity. tive for all this is power-that mysteT:,e test is not who a man is or what rious, enslaving force which binds the
he is capable of doing but what he i;:; vast majority of humans to the whims
actually doing now. If you choose to
of the pinnacled few.
stand aside, do so, but don't complain
about what the other fellow is doing.
Power and Susz, the Jew, are synHc,wever, there is no need of anyone onymous. Urged by an unfailing instanding aside, for there are enough stinct Susz attaches himself to the
activities in College for everyone to petty princeling Karl Alexander. Fate
~;et into. Did you ever really stop to thrusts Karl upon the ducal throne of
compare our College with any of the Wurttemburg. Yet this sudden whim
other small colleges? Compare our of destiny propels the Jew even
campus, the faculty, the proportion of farther than his master. Over the
student types. If you have made a land he spins enterprises and inthorongh comparison it will mak~ you trigues.
Through his fingers runs
feel proud to be a Trinity man.
the Duchy's entire revenue. He trades
Let me suggest that we try to make in jewels, horses, slaves. He takes
this term a success, by supporting over the Mint and coins money. He
Whitaker in basketball, Eberle in paralyzes his rivals and drowns them
baseball, Cahill with track, Mose:; in the sorrow of overwhelming defeat.
with "The Tripod", Large with the Before the Duke, however, Susz, is al"Ivy", and the whole College with the ways servile-not because he fears
right spirit.
Karl, nor because he loves him, but
because it is to his advantage. The
Duke may launch foul tirades against
his Jew, he may perpetrate practical
jokes, he may even steal from him
the object of his animal passions, yet
Susz always submits obsequiously.
Lewis G. Harriman, Class of '09, But in the end the Duke pays; for he
president of the Manufacturers and js never able to dissolve the mysteriTraders Trust Company, Buffalo, out bond to the man who had estabN. Y., has been elected president of lished the Duke's fortune.
Only once
the Buffalo Chamber of Commerce.
does Karl go too far. When AlexanA. Erwin Rankin, Class of '11, has der's carnality seeks the innocent and
been elected a vice-president of the religious daughter of Susz, Death
Manufacturers and Traders Trust rescues the helpless maiden.
The
Company, Buffalo, N. Y.
overwhelmed Susz says little. SeekFrederick B. Cole, Class of '93, of ing time as his accomplice and playing
Warren, Rhode Island, formerly Sena- on the ducal vanity, the Jew weaves
tor of the State, has just been elected :;~. snare so subtle and so certain that
Clerk-at-Large of the House of Rep- the ruler's end is inevitable. Once
re::;entatives.
more the Jew is triumphant. But his
victory is only brief.
Still, even in
defeat the Jew is mockingly victorious. Strung from the gallows his
REMAINING GAMES ON INTER- body is rescued by fellow Jews who
secrete it across the border away from
FRATERNITY BASKETBALL
its yearning enemies.
SCHEDULE.

As the reader-s of this page may
have noticed we have been advocating
~ondents.
an Interfraternity Council for some
time and have been extremely interested in the efforts of the provisional
· Editor
council which has been meeting reguArnold Henry Moses, Jr., 1928
larly, trying to draw up some sort of
agreement which would be acceptable
Associate Editors
to all of the fraternities. We pubJohn ctark FitzGel'ald, 1928
lished in our last number the rules
Hobert Fisher Gibson, Jr., 1928
which the provisional council finally
William Brown Stewart, III, 1928
submitted for approval. These rules
Robert Ruggles Bartlett, 1929
William Franklin Mills, 1929
have been rejected by the fraternities
and it seems that it is going to be imBusiness Manager
poFsible to govern rushing next year
WilHam McEwan Ellis, 1928
in any way, which is regrettable. We
feel
that the fraternities have been
Assistant Business Manager
extremely selfish and that the college
Lyman Bushnell Braine1·d, Jr., 1929
will suffer because of the shortCirculation Manager
sightedness of their several policies.
William Dunlop Orr, 1928
It seems a shame that when we need
constructive action in the greatest
Assistant Circulation Manager
possible way, something inherently so
Edward Thomas Taggard, 1930
cc nstructive should be spurned and
rejected.
Entered at the Post Office, Hartford, Conn.,
Although the idea of governing
as second-class matter.
rm;hing
has received a death blow, we
Acceptan ce. fo.r. maiiing at special rate of
p~stage provided for in par a graph 4, section are not going to let the idea of an
412, Act of October 28, 1U25 , authorized Interfraternity Council fall by the
October 14, 1926.
wayside, editorially. We hope that a
Sub.;;cription Price, $2.50 per Year.
Council will be formed and that acAdvertis ing Ratt.os furni s hed on application.
credited representatives of the fraternities will meet regularly to discuss
interfraternity matters. There is much
that even a council of this sort could
do: it could promote good feeling; it
could help the various organizations
in the college; it could supervise the
getting out of a Freshman Bible next
fa!:, a thing which we need very much.
We are strongly in favor of such an
THRV THt
TI2A11JIT
organization because we feel that
:!;t
great things might perhaps come of
it eventually, and that it would deMID-YEAR EXAMINATIONS.
cidedly be a good thing for the college and for the fraternities to have
After having heard many opinions
it. A step forward does not necesexpressed concerning the so-called
sarily mean a step downward.
elimination of mid-years here at college, we should like to present our
own views on the subject. It is trite
to say that the new plan was a disCOMP LAINTS.
tinct failure ·because that has been
saki so often here during the past
In another part of this issue there
mcnth, but even though it is trite we is to be found a communication from
say it most emphatically.
one of our readers dealing with comIf the faculty had lived up to the plaints concerning the various college
spirit of the plan, much good might activities. It would be of interest for
have come from it, and the results of a large number of men on this campus
it would have been most interesting to read the article.
The author of the communication
to watch next June. Unfortunately
has
well said, ..It is the man who
very few of them did, and the result
was most unfavorable for the stu- stands aside and does nothing that
dents. Instead of having a final ex- comes out with such complaints."
amination in the term's work of three This is a familiar fact to all of us.
hours, in preparation for which we Sometimes the complaints are directed
hall sufficient time for study, we had at fraternity control of a certain acmany one-hour examinations which tiViity, more often at the conduct of
were all crowded together at the end the activities themselves. It is not
of the term, and which all required altogether an unfounded or an unreajust as much study as if they had sonable complaint. The varied activibeen three hours long, and as if we ties on this campus are not perfect
had no regular classes to attend and either in control or conduct, but it is
prepare for at the same time. It is important to realize that they are at
no wonder that the students felt that least in existence. It is for those who
they were being treated very unfairly complain to appreciate that this exand that there was general talk of istence is due to the energies of a few
petitioning the faculty to return to men, and if there are difficulties and
ir.J.perfections that seem to need imthe old system.
mediate correction, it is for the perIn talking to various professors we son who sees these diff~culties to set
h.a ve found out that they, too, consid- to work immediately and in person
ered the scheme a failure and desired for their correction, and not to sit on
to do away with the innovation, al- the sidelines and make inane and dethough not many seemed to think that structive remarks.
the responsibility for its failure was
The publications of the college at
due to the faculty.
the present time have fallen into the
We are really sorry that this plan hands of a few men-some say a few
did not have a fair chance to prove or houses. They also owe their existence
disprove its worth, because we feel to these same men or houses. This
that the college should take a step is, truly, a regrettable situation, but Feb. 22-Delta Phi, Alpha Chi Rho;
Sigma Nu, Delta Psi; D. K. E.,
forward in the right direction when- it has resolved itself, through student
Alpha Delta Phi.
ever the opportunity presents itself, indifference and non-support, into the
and it surely seemed as though that only available situation. There are Feb. 24-Alpha Chi Rho, Alpha Delta
Phi; Psi U, Neutrals; Faculty,
was what the faculty was doing last those on the campus outside this
Alpha Tau Kappa.
year when the president announced group who would, if willing, be quite
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The
Blue Overcoat
and the
Derby Hat-

I

Very Fashionable for
the Young Man-

I

Choose them at Hors~
fall's and be sure
you're right.
The
Overcoat
can
be
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They are Published.
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What part of this stirring tale is
actual history and what part is fiction
is unimportant. As in all such sto~
ries the writer must unravel his nar- TRE PLACE OF ACCOMMODATION
rative in the interest of his invention
M. W. SCHER, Prop.
(Continued on page 3, column 5.) . H Vernon Street
Hartford, C01111.
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THE TRIPOD
UNITED STATES SECURITY INTERCOLLEGIATE NEWS
TRUST COMPANY
.
What does the college man want on
COR. OF MAIN AND PEARL STS. the editorial page of his college
paper? A Columbia University editor
Banking-Trusts-Safe Deposit decided he didn't want anything and
Transfer Agents
wouldn't read it if he did, so he tried
the experiment of printing lists of
names and numbers from the New
JOHN o. ENDERS, Chairman of Ute s-rd. York telephone directory in the place
FRANCIS PARSONS, Vlce-Cio. of Ute Board. of editorials. "The Lafayette", howROBERT B. NEWELL, Preslclot.
ever, unwilling to sacrifice the age-old
tradition of editorials, yet feeling
that some change had to be made from
the stereotyped, "What the dear old
A
college needs" editorials, has come out
this week and dedicated the sacred
two columns to the cause of abolition
of clothes for women.

REAL BOOK SH01'

Edwin Valentine Mitchell

The economic phase of the proposiBOOKSELLER, PUBLISHER AND
tion is first and we are asked to conPRINT DEALER.
sider the number of cathedrals, art
galleries, colleges and state institutions that could be endowed and per27 Lewis Street, Hartford.
petuated by the money that milady
spends annually on dress. Then, of
course, there is the moral element to
think about. In the writer's opinion,
clothless women would prevent much
of the mismating prevalent today. A
man is forced under this new system,
he believes, to consider much more
seriously the inner value of the
woman he wishes to make his wife,
f~r woman's oldest weapon for. trappmg man, glorious apparel, is eliminated and there is left nothing to attract or delight the eye, for who can
say that an undraped woman is beautiful?

THE W. G. SIMMONS CORP.
Exclusive Agents for
STETSON and "J. & M."
SHOES FOR MEN

48 to 58 Pratt St., Hartford.
"Say It With Flowers"
AND LET A COLLEGE MAN
GIVE YOUR ORDERS
HIS PERSONAL ATTENTION.
HE KNOWS.

:f(e n n 'itl':~.;t\a£125>
HOTEL BOND.
Telephone 5-3050.

After showing that the abolition of
clothes for women is economically and
morally desirable, the writer goes on
to refute the argument that womanly
modesty would be outraged by pointing out that for the last few years
thE. _women __themselves have been
str1vmg untirmgly to attain the very
eml which he i~ bold enough to state.
As for protection from the weather
when we lo~k at the girls of today
need we go mto that?

* *

HENRY ANTZ
BARBER SHOP

The president of Stanford University objects to the annual bonfire rally
just before the Big Game because of
10 CHAIRS.
attendant inebriety and moral laxity.
Whereupon "Bull Session" in the
H. FITCHNER
G. CODRARO
Stanford Daily points out that "no
Proprietors
reasonable man can be expected to
march about the campus and yell for
two hours if he be perfectly sober,
not even if the Administration buildBranch Shop:
ing were to be ignited to give him
something to yell about."

27 Pearl St., Hartford, Conn.

2 Grove St., Old Times' Bldg.

CURTIS SHOES for

COI;IEGE MEN
ALWAYS RELIABLE

37 Asylum Street, Hartford
SEE OUR DISPLAY AT THE
UNION EVERY FRIDAY~

MAX PRESS., INC.
Tailors, Clothiers, Haberdashers
Middletown:
Hartford Office:
205 Main Street
Bond Hotel

PRINTING
OF THE BETTER CLASS
AT CONSIDERATE COSTS

*•
Wesleyan has adopted a new system of chapel cuts as follows:
Daily
Sunday
Freshmen,
25
3
Scphomores,
25
4
Juniors and Seniors,
30
5
Seniors in the last semester of their
college course will be allowed forty
chr.pel cuts.

*•

An example of dogged persistency
·anc faith in overcoming a physical
handicap is that of the one-handed
football player on the University of
Southern California's grid team. He
is said to be one of the best and fastest guards in the west.

.. *
Last year twenty per cent. of the
college students of the country were
dropped because of poor scholarship.
New York University lead the field
with thirty per cent. and Yale footed
the list with but twelve per cent.
Judging from the recent mid-years
Trinity h as earned her numerals.

**

MOVED TO
172 PEARL STREET
Publication Work a Specialty
MONOTYPE COMPOSITION
LINOTYPE COMPOSITION
Printer!! of ''The Tripoi"

The result of a survey conducted
by the "Daily Illini" showed that out
of fifty universities and colleges questioned, seventeen were using a deferred rushing system and that only
four of these were satisfied. Of the
total number included in the survey
forty-two reported that their system
or lack of system was entirely unsatisfactory, and only eight reported
co:rrplete or even partial satisfaction.

"OBIRE OCULIS".
Last Saturday "The Tripods" were
awaiting our criticism when we arnved at the breakfast tables and on
account of them most of us enjoyed
our hurried meal.
The paper was well balanced and
contained all of the scarce news of
our campus, and some pertinent correspondence as well as some very
necessary editorials.
I liked the plan of the Senior
Smoker and while I was reading the
item in regard to it, I was impressed
by the fine motives which made the
smoker a success. Affairs of this sort
have been rather few of late and I
think that more of them would help
both the students and the faculty. I
enjoyed the smoker and after it was
over I realized that my contact with
some of the professors had been very
pleasant and quite helpful. Everything was natural and everyone present had a pleasant evening. Perhaps
the one fault of the smoker was the
program, which was rather weak in
that it lacked sufficient variety; but
then half a loaf is better than none.
'Dhe death of Shiras Morris was of
course a shock and we shall certainly
feel the loss in the future. His relations with Trinity have always been
most pleasant and he has been an
earnest worker for his college.
The matter of an appropriation for
the debating club was passed without
a dissenting vote at the last college
body meeting. I have often wondered
if people would offer their services to
the club as freely as they offer their
money. The club is in real need of
men and if any who have not yet
given time and effort toward the weifare of the club can do so, and do it
properly, well, they can avail themselves of an opportunity which will
be beneficial for them and for their
college.
The "T" Club is a very splendid
'idea and very helpful to the general
welfare of the college. Its speedy
organization indicates that future
activities will be equally as efficient.
The results of · the past term have
not been unusually good in many
cases. The showing of the Massachusetts Aggie team during the first half
of the recent game with Trinity was
not very good either. However, the
Aggies' team made a remarkable
comeback so why c~n't the same thing
be done with our courses?
The Junior 'Varsity has done remarkably well during the past seaS0n and in spite of the fact that one
or two games have been dropped to
competitors the general results of the
season have been very encouraging.
There is some very good material to
add to the 'Varsity Five for our season next year.
Mr. Condit made a very plain statement in regard to some of the students
at Trinity whose attitude toward activities has been very poor. "The Tripod" ·p ublished an account of the last
Junior meeting and this article inferred that some of the assessments
have not been paid yet. These two
statements present a moral if they
are considered as one matter.
We have heard something about
track practice beginning soon. When
the call comes let there be a mighty
response and a favorable one because
the track team needs new material.
A good schedule has been arranged
for the season and there is room for
a large squad on the gym floor.
The trial sermon which was given
in chapel last Sunday served to keep
everyone awake. It was interesting,
too, and was very successful.
The alumni notes of last week's issue gave accounts of twelve men. Six
of them reported on alumni who had
entered the commercial world and the
other six reported the glad news that
there were six more teachers and
students representing Trinity in the
scholastic field.
The editorial on the library suggested the fact that there is a very
fine collection of all the books, recommended by Prof. Costello in his reading course, now on the shelf set aside
for that purpose. It might be well to
begin to become familiar with it.
The slur which Eddie Cantor aimed
at college students is pitifully weak.
Could some wealthy individual send

ALUMNI DINNER GREAT
SUCCESS.
Buffington and Perkins Speak.
The Annual Banquet of the New
York Alumni Association of Trinity
College was held at the University
Club of New York on Friday evening,
Fl'bruary 4. Owing to the illness of
H. L. G. Meyer, '03, President of the
club, Murray Coggeshall, '96, presided.
There was an excellent attendance of
the older Alumni.
The first speaker at the dinner was
Judge Buffington, who warmed the
hearts of his hearers by his usual infectious optimism. He spoke of a
pumber of recent developments at the
College which gave him great satisfaction. 'Professor Charles Harty, an
official of several insurance companies, who is now giving courses on
im:urance at New York ·University,
was a guest of the Alumni Association. He was the second speaker and
gave a brief but very valuable summary of the present situation so far
as the teaching of insurance in colleges is concerned. The graduate9
present were glad to note that he felt
that the best preparation for success
and high position in the insurance
Wt•rld was the sort of cultural education for which Trinity has been standiP-g for many years.
Professor Perkins, as a guest of the
Association from the Faculty, gave
a very brilliant speech. He compared
the whole process of education with
the art of forging the blade of a
sword. His detailed application of
the metaphor gave him opportunity
fot· a keen analysis of the proper function of the American college.
President Ogilby p·a id tributes to
the memory of Shiras Morris and Profersor McCook. He reported briefly
on affairs of the college and closed
by a summary of Trinity ideals.

FIRST TRINITY DEBATE
MONDAY.
To Debate on Eighteenth Amendment
With Gettysburg.
·
The first intercollegiate debate of
Trinity College this season will take
place Monday evening, February 21,
at 8 o'clock in Alumni Hall. Trinity
will debate with Gettysburg College
on the subject, "Resolved, That the
Eighteenth Amendment and the Volstead Act Be So Modified as to Permit the Sale of Light Wines and
Beer." Gettysburg will have the affirmative and Trinity the negative
side of the argument. Trinity will be
very well represented by the following team:
William Rosenfeld, '28,
William Leahy, '29, and Aaron Bobrow, '30, with Harry W.'i.se, '30, as alternate.
Gettysburg College has quite a record in debating, since they have · debated with Dartmouth, Harvard, OxfOl·d, Cambridge and many other first
rate teams, and, although scarcely
la1ger than Trinity, they are sending
a team on a long tour this season and
have done so for several years past.
They will, as usual, no doubt have a
team which will be hard to beat.
Trinity, on the other hand, though
inactive in debating for the last few
years, has developed some enthusiasm
in that line this year, and with the
excellent team which will represent
us, working under the guidance of
Professor Kleene, should score a victory Monday evening. There will be
no charge for admission to the debate and it only remains to urge
every reader to be present.

Mr. Cantor a simple grammar book
and a pair of spectacles ?
The students at Heidleberg must
fight seven duels before they can enter a fraternity. They are quite fortun::.te in not having cut-throat rush-

ing!

OUR NEW COLUMN.
We have a new column in "The Tripod" this week which we hope our
readers will enjoy. It is called "Obire
Oculis" and each week the last issue
of "The Tripod" will be reviewed in
it. We believe that this column can
be made to be one of the most interesting parts of the paper because
it gives its writer a chance to criticize everything written in "The Tripod" both pro and contra.
If anyone wishes to criticize this
column, he may do so by writing to
"The Tripod" and he is hereby assured that his opinions will be carefully considered.
• We hereby formally welcome this
new addition to the paper and wish
it great success.
NEW BOOKS.
(Continued from page 2, •c olumn 4.)
rather than for the benefit of historical truth. Guided by an unerring instinct the writer of historic romance
must be able to strike a happy balance
between truth and fable.
This is
what constitutes the success of Dumas
and of Scott. Feuchtwanger is without this precious gift. Too much imponderable detail has deadened the
pace of his pen. Inscrutable and irrelevant minuteness, it may be argued, have their proper place in literature. That place, however, is certainly not in such a rushing, swirling narrative torrent as "Power."
Yet, despite his academic tenacity
Feuchtwanger has written a gripping
tale. One's senses are stirred.
One
hears, sees, smells,. and touches. One
is in another world. The times are
different. The eighteenth century is
unfurled with all it~ happy glories
and all its reeking stenches.
The
characters are vivid-so alive in fact
that t he reader perforce becomes a
party to iniquity. One's marrow is
seared by the torch of power.
The language and style of the book
fit no adequate pattern. The original
German is anything but typical. Nervous and staccato, it frequently defies grammatical analysis.
In his
choice of words Feuchtwanger is at
times almost a Rabelais. The translators, Willa and E-dwin Muir, have
done an excellent piece of work. The
juicy expressions of the original have
for the most part bf;len . successfully
transported into the English.
One
epit;het only is conspicuously absent-the Duke's sonorous "Kotz Donner!"
This omission, however, is quite pardonable. In one respect at least the
English has an advantage over the
German. By the maintenance of a
French expression here and there and
the entire elimination of the original
German the Teutonic mimicry o!
French aristocracy is brought into
very powerful focus.
On the whole "Power" is hardly as
great as some of its admirers would
have us •b elieve. Nevertheless, its
qualities are superior to the average.
The fact that one reads this book with
interest despite its detail and its intermittent ennui speaks well for the
story as a whole. But when one remembers its salient incidents long after one has left them, then their compelling grip and depth become evident.
·~·~~.-.~-a-a-a-.r-o-~-~•~•
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<!l:ollege
But if the pleasures at Bowdoin were not expensive, so
neither were the penalties. The
amount of Hawthorne's collegiate bill for one term was less
than $41, and of this sum more
than 9s, was made up of fines.
The fines, however, were not
heavy. He had just been fined
fifty cents for playing cards for
money during the preceding
term."- Nathaniel Hawthorne,
by Henry James, Jr.
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SERMON IN:NOVATION.
FRENCH CLUB.
(Continued from page 1, column 4.)
(Continued from page 1, column 1.)
"Why do they always give a shower
to clear up questions raised in their will positively take part, and it is
"It is unquestionably poor form, I mir~ds by the discussion, but had been hoped that Professors Perkins and f(•r a gi:vl who is going to be marknow, for a dull columnist to attempt restrained through their life-long Hillyer will also find it possible to ried?"
ADVERTISING
appear.
to express a few original ideas, and sense of Church convention.
"Merely a quaint old custom, my
COMJ(ANY
The French Club is very fortunate boy, to symbolize the beginning of a
"ll that sort of thing, but none the
less I'm goi;ng to try it this week."
Dr. Ogilby said that he had not de- in securing for its April meeting Mon- reign."-Green Goat.
"Try what?"
cided as yet how general the discus- si<·ur Rene Cheruy, head of the French
250 PAR.K AVE.NUE.
sions could be made without having Department of Loomis Institute,
* *
"That's it. What? For several thfm get out of h,and and pointless,
Windsor. He entertained the very
First Buddie-"Say, I haven't any
months now I've been hard at work nor the feasibility of using them every
first meeting of the French Club on
trying to convince everybody of my SmJday. It had been suggested to him, December 5, 1923, when the cub made place to spend the night."
comprehensive w1't and humor · and he said, that a week before a service
:Second Buddie-"No bunk? "-Bowits bow to the pubic in 20 Jarvis Hall.
such things, and in do~ng so have con- he announce his subject to two or Those who were fortunate enough to doin Bear Skin.
vinced the editor that I'm a pretty re- three l'l).embers of the congregation be present remember with delight
•
liable haJf a column or so every week, an(: bring out their views.
Monsieur Cheruy's charmingly related
and have also convinced everybody of
'The Boy (doubtfully)-"If you knew
anecdotes. He is a gifted actor and a
other things, such as my inco111parable
Beginning Conventional.
playWright and painter of no mean what I was thinking your heart would
a:;ininity, my remarkable conceit and
Dr. Ogilby began the sermon period ability, and it is a great honor and turn to .stone."
iThe Gail (wearily)-"And if you
my liability to take up valuable space in the usual way by reading a text. privilege to have him here again.
knew what I was thinking you'd be
with nothing at all. But now I'm He presupposed an academic interest
S~P"
a little bowlder."-Penn. State Froth.
going to tell them all something."
in Christianity on the part of the con"What? , ·
gregation, he said, and, especially in
* *
In concluding the discussion Dr.
"That's it. What? There's nothing college students, an intense interest in
Lady-"
'Billy'
Sunday is marveOgilby
said:
"Christ
cannot
be
limitthat can be told, eh? I don't know the figure of Christ. For that reason,
252 Pe,_rl St.r~~t at Ann
about that. You take almost anything he said, "we should study the four ed too closely to the gospels. It is lous. He has already -converted thou~\ford
on the campus these days. The list- gospels frequently as if they were important to bear this in mind. The sands since he started preaching."
Gent-"He isn't in it with Henry
lessness of the college body meetings npw, in order to dispel the 11-ccretions gospels cannot be placed side by side
Ford.
He shakes the hell out of· miland
compared.
There
are
inconfor example. The rotten support of of childhood a;nd the conceptions of
sistencies in them. What do these lions every day<."-Dartmouth Jack
college functions for another. The others."
o'Lantern.
ger;eval air of hostility towards
Professor Naylor intenupted him mean? They mean that Christ was
such
a
great
personality
that
no
hiscan.pus innovations. I could tell them to say, "Dr. Ogilby, don't you think
torian could give the same, or a complenty."
that the Christ of the first three gos~arlor
"John, it's six o'clock. You should
plete, picture of Him. The great thing
"Yes, but what?"
, pels is much more bloodless than the
be up and about."
to
realize
is
that
from
this
figure
so
qo;~n
Tailor "That's it. What? I don't know Christ depicted in the gospel attrib"About what?"
m!).ny people of diverse backgrounds,
Hi~~ Class and F~shionable Tailoring right now, but I could, none the less. uted to St. John, who seems to have
"About the farm."
mental charactel,'istics and views of
Another thing. You take these pseudo- been much more a 'man among men'?"
"What do you think I'm going to do,
life can find in Him something to
intEllectuals that stand around the
su;rround, it?"-Black and Blue Jay.
Dr. Ogilby replied that he did not whicl} they can cling."
campus all the time and tell us that feel that "bloodless" was the correct
T eleP.~one 5.- 3076
evt>rything here is on the down-grade term to apply. The gre~t sympathy
an<i going to perdition fast. You and love of Christ for human kind
lnt~lligence 7est .._,
know them? iY es. Well, sometime found in the synoptic gospels is not
stop and ask them to name something found in that accordin~ to St. John.
lnstru~qr- "Life lnsu~e?"
Specifically wrong, and you'll get John's is the more theological concepn~ Qass (as on~ m.tn, "'llilhout ~sit..tion)some funny results."
tion of Christ, he explained, while the
"Jobn Hancock"
~
"What, for example?"
"stained-glass window Christ", the
Instructor (~11mi"g with joy)"That's it.
What?
They don't Christ of the medieval artists, is
''Class dismissed. Your I. Q. is 130."
865 Main Street, H~rtford, Conn. know. You know that word 'what' is found in the synoptics.
a funny one. We all of us are going
Different Conceptions.
around with a puzzled air, asking
~c~de
Professor Naylor &aid that from his
continually-"
JOSEPH P. TROIANO
studies he gathered the impression
"What?"
(Successor to J. G. March)
0" 80STOfol . MASSACHUSI.n&
that the w,riter of St. John's gospel
"That's it. What? We all know
U. S. Security Trust Co. Bldg.
had a two-fold purpose: First, to
there's. something wrong somewhere,
show the intimate, ~ersonal touch of
783 Main St.
36 Pearl St. but we want to know-"
Christ for individuals, and second, to
"What?"
show Christ's kindn~ss to man, even
."That's it. What? I would say aft.er being rejected by Him.
th. ·.s campus is-"
Soda Shoppe and Restaurant
Dr. Ogilby agreed with Professor
LUNCH
"What?"
Nr.ylor's statement and elaborated '
Billiards and Bowling
"That's it.
What?
Not why, upon it by saying that, in the first
50-60 Asylum Street, Hartford wherefore, whereas, howas or where- three gospels, Christ is depicted as
by but just plain 'what'! As I said performing miracles, healing the sick
before-"
and raising the dead through love for
"What did you say before?"
men and that He definitely told His
996 Broad Street, corner Jefferson.
"That's it. What?"
followers not to consider the miracles
Electric Masf\age and Hair Cutting.
as performed in order to generate
The character of the suits and
faith in Him; whereas in St. John's
Pre-war Prices.
overcoats tailored by Charter House
go bpel Christ is repeatedly quoted as
Proprietor
declaring that any man who did not
will earn your most sincere liking.
accept His signs rejected Him.
SPA ULDIN.G AND BRILL.
CAMPUS OBSERVER.
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up to the future and whose senses
PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS
are acutely attuned to the present;
· AND PAPER RULERS
who is too honest to ignore any fact
85 Trumbull Street
or actuality, no matter how unpleasHartford, Conn.
ant; who is rounded and balanced
•....
....
Pkoue 3-1288 mentally and spiritually; who is selfWe St.;_rilize Everythi~!!'
sufficient and completely self-controlled, and who is sympathetic in his
Old Hartfort! Ji'ire Building
estimate of others."
Corner Pearl a~d 'I;rumbull Streets
The most serious obstacle to a realA. Jefferaou
J. McGee
W. A. Healey
Fred Gauthier
J. Flood
H. Warreu ization of his theory, Mr. Brill declared, lies in the teachers themselves.
COLLEGE STATIONERY
''A great many of them," he said, "are
n9thing but grammarians themselves
and, therefore, can be only boss shoe253 Asylum Stt·eet
peggers, more of them have not minds
Near Ann Street
We carry a .Full Line of College which go beyond the stage of literary
art. They can go no further than
Supplies
literary form and style. And still
more of them are too comfortably set' tled in a well-worn groove to stir
Don't forget to call on
themselves."

lHE NEW BARBER SHOP

The Trinity Stationery Co.

OH BOYS

The Professional Building
Barber Shop.
:>!J High Street,

Hartford, Conn.

THE TRIPOD earnestly
asks the students to Patronize
its Advertisers, whenever possible, and to mention their
conne~tion wi~h~ Trinity College while m~king their
purchases.

FINANCE COMMITTEE
MEETS

Professor Naylor asked why Christ
refused to see the Greeks who came
to Him, according to St. John's account. Dr. Ogilby explained it was
because Christ felt that He was
definitely a Messiah for the Jews.
"Before He began His preaching," the
president said, "He must have thought
out His mission and decided that He
was definitey a spiritual leader for
the Jews."·
Fourth Gospel Important.
"Is Christianity stronger or weaker
because of this fourth gospel?" Professor Naylor asked.
"Stronger," Dr. Ogilby replied.
"The gospel according to St. John is
highly important. The synoptic gospels make Christ ultra-pacifistic and
the argumentative quality overstressed by John is needed in a rounded
picture of Him. The justice, the uprightness, the personal touch and intense personal friendship depicted by
the author of John enrich the general
love set forth in the synoptics."
"What about authorship?" Professor Naylor asked. "I have read and
heard that disputed."

Prepares Annual Report

Author Not John.

There was a meeting of the Senate
Finance Committee on Tuesday afternoon of this last week in No. 7 Jarvis
Hall. It was decided that the annual
report of the Committee would be
published in the next issue of "The
Tripod."

"Ther e is little question but that
the gospel was written by some one
other than John," Dr. Ogilby replied.
"John was an enthusiastic, illiterate
fisherman, whereas the gospel according to St. John shows erudition
anr1 literary style."
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